INTRODUCTION
============

The significance of influenza virus for human health requires no introduction. Correspondingly, content related to the Influenza virus and its biology can be found in almost every microbiology and virology syllabus. Pedagogically, the influenza virus is an excellent choice for discussions of many key topics in microbiology/virology and their integration with issues in public health.

The concepts of antigenic shift and drift are a classic example of influenza-related content in the classroom. They are central to understanding viral diversity and evolution and have direct application to vaccine design. Students often struggle to fully understand how both phenomena work mechanistically and thus have limited opportunity to gain an appreciation of the scientific principles behind the flu vaccine's development and effectiveness. I have developed a simple exercise using conventional LEGO bricks to physically model antigenic shift and drift in order to aid student understanding. The exercise can be executed in any type and level of classroom for about 10 minutes and, if desired, extended to emphasize quantitative skills and molecular biology concepts or to trigger discussion of key issues in vaccine design. The manipulatives used are economical and easy to store, and pose no hazards in the classroom. No safety issues are associated with the described exercise.

PROCEDURE
=========

Students work in pairs and take turns manipulating the LEGO bricks and recording data. For the sake of simplicity, the model influenza virus has only three genome segments, each visualized by a LEGO brick of a different size. A small nontransparent box is used to model the host cell. A list of materials and illustrations of outcomes is enclosed in supplementary materials ([Appendix 1](#s1-jmbe-17-300){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To model antigenic shift, each pair of students is given a box with two viral genomes in different colors, The box represents a host cell harboring two different strains of influenza. The task at hand is i) to package a virus by assembling a full set of genomic fragments without peeking in the box, and ii) to record the genetic makeup of the packaged virus by describing the fragment colors. Once the recording is done, the LEGO bricks are returned to the box and the task repeated. Each pair is asked to package 10 viruses and to report the number of recombinant (visualized by mixed-color genomes) and non-recombinant (visualized by same-color genomes) viruses. By the luck of the draw, students will find that roughly only 25% of the packaged viruses are non-recombinant and 75% are recombinant. Assuming that the newly acquired fragment (i.e., the one with a different color) is significantly different from its predecessor and antibodies with different specificity will be required to neutralize the virus, then the reassortment event results in antigenic shift.

To model antigenic drift, each pair is given three viral genomes of the same color and a permanent marker. Students are asked to keep one genome as a reference and to "generate" two new copies, taking into account the error-prone nature of the RNA polymerase that makes three errors for every 10 nucleotides copied. Every stud of a LEGO brick is to be considered a nucleotide and every mutation is to be "recorded" by coloring the "mutated stud" with a permanent marker. Since students will randomly choose which studs to color, the class as a whole will end up with a considerable variety of mutated versions of the genomic fragments, thus creating a powerful visual of how diverse the progeny of a single virus can be. Over time influenza viruses could mutate significantly by accumulating multiple small changes, to the point that antibodies that used to neutralize them will no longer be effective, i.e., the newest version of the virus came to existence *via* antigenic drift. It is useful to bring into the discussion the actual size of the influenza genome (approximately 14,000 nucleotides) and the experimentally measured error rate of the influenza RNA polymerase (2.3 × 10^−5^, as discussed in ([@b3-jmbe-17-300])) in order to truly appreciate the magnitude of the diversity that theoretically can be observed in influenza viruses.

A quick way to probe student understanding is to pose the question: Would one observe antigenic shift if antigenic drift does not take place? If antigenic drift did not happen, it is very likely that antigenic shift would not be observed either. The reassorted fragments would be very similar and the same antibodies would likely be able to neutralize the original and the recombinant viruses.

The next step is to connect antigenic shift and drift to vaccine development and effectiveness. An exciting way to do this, given the current stage of science knowledge, is to introduce recent developments in the search for a universal flu vaccine (brief summary in 1) in contrast to the established procedure for selecting the composition of the yearly vaccine (reviewed in [@b2-jmbe-17-300]).

CONCLUSION
==========

The presented exercise offers a straightforward and efficient way to visualize the mechanisms of influenza antigenic shift and drift. Possible extensions include asking students to calculate the probabilities for packaging recombinant and non-recombinant viruses from a cell infected with real influenza. Influenza A has eight genomic fragments, thus the probability all eight fragments will be from the same strain is (1/2)^8^ or 1/256 since there are two options for each fragment. Since there are two strains involved, the probability for packaging a non-recombinant virus is 2/256 or 0.007, whereas the probability for packaging a recombinant virus is 0.993 (1 -- 0.007). Calculations of the number of introduced mutations per replication cycle in the actual influenza genome could further enrich the emphasis on quantitative skills.

Another extension is to ask students to identify the cause-and-effect relationships between influenza structure/biology and antigenic shift and drift. Antigenic shift is possible because the virus has a segmented genome and different strains share the same packing sequences, whereas antigenic drift is a function of viral replication by error-prone polymerase. Discussion of the impact of each genetic change on the antigenicity of the virus can be used as a tool to review key concepts from molecular biology. In my experience, students engage actively and enthusiastically in the described activity and are fascinated by the changes the influenza genome can acquire in nature.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
======================

###### 

Appendix 1: List of materials and instructor's notes
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